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Link  Count ListH
d-g       4
g-i       2
c-d       7
d-e       6
e-h       3
h-i       2
b-c       5
c-b       2
a-b       4
b-d       2
f-a        2
(b) Header Table (HT)(a) Web Log  File
SID InSeq
1 d g i
2 d g
3 c d e h i
4 c d e
5 c b c d g
6 c b
7 a b c d g i
8 a b c d
9 b d e h i
10 b d e h
11 c d e b f a b c
12              c d e f a b c
13 a i c
14 d i e
15 i g d b a
Link  Count   SID
e-b       1            11
b-f       1            11
e-f       1            12
a-i       1            13
i-c       1            13
d-i       1             14
i-e       1             14
i-g       1             15
g-d       1             15
d-b       1             15
b-a       1             15
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Function insertTree (tree root node S, sequence p-P) :
Updated FS-tree in which all the potentially frequent
subsequences are inserted .
(1)  If (link p-P ∈ HT) {
(2)       If (S has a child N and N.node-name = p) {
(3)           increment S-N.edge-count by 1
(4)       }Else {
(5)            Create node N with N.node-name = p
(6)            Create edge S-N with S-N.edge-count = 1
(7) Append edge S-N to HTS-N.ListH }
(8)     If (P is non-empty) {call insertTree(N, P)}
(9)  }Else if (link p-P ∈ NFLT) {
(10)    If (P is non-empty) {call insertTree(R, P) } }
(11) If P is last page in InSeqi and InSeqi was not cut,
store Seq.ID in seqEnd.ID
FS-tree construction Algorithm
Input: Sequence Database DB
and minimum link support MSuppl
Output: Frequent sequence tree FS-tree of DB
Method:
(1) Scan the DB once to collect counts for all links
(2)  Classify links and insert them in HT and NFLT
tables
(3) Create a root R for the FS-tree
(4) For (each record in DB get sequence InSeqi)
call insertTee (R, InSeqi)
(5) Return FS-tree
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FS-Mine Algorithm
Input: FS-tree root R, and minimum sequence support MSuppS
Output: Frequent sequences
Method:
(1) Frequent sequences set FSS ¬ f
(2) (2)  For (all links li Î HT and li..count ³ MinSupps) {
(3)        Conditional sequence set CSS ¬ f
(4)        For (all paths Pj in FS-tree reachable from HT.ListH(li)){
(5)             CSS ¬ CSS È extract Pj, remove last link, and adjust Pj.count = last link count }
(6)        Conditional FS-tree CFST ¬ f
(7)        Construct CFST
(8)        For (all sequences Seql in CFST){
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d-g       4
g-i 2
c-d       7
d-e       6
e-h       3
h-i        2
b-c       5
c-b       2
a-b       4
b-d       2













Construct  Conditional FS-tree





< d e h:3 >
Extract Derived Paths
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Incremental FS-tree construction Algorithm
Input: FS-tree root R and DDB, and new minimum link support MSuppl
Output: updated FS-tree
Method:
(1)  Scan DDB, and collect counts (+ and -) for links
(2) Update counts of links in HT and NFLT
(3) Move links,between HT and NFLT, based on MinSuppl
(4) For (all links ll moved from HT to NFLT) {
(5)       Start from ll.ListH pointer
(6)      For (every edge p-P in the FS-tree reachable from ll.ListH)
(7)             Cut the edge p-P
(8)      Call insertTree (R, P) }
(9)  For (all links ll moved from NFLT to HT) {
(10)     For (every sequence ID in ll.SIDs) {
(11) Obtain input sequence inpSeq with ID from DB
(12)         Call insertTreeInc (R, inpSeq) } }
(13) For (each record Reci in DDB get Reci.inpSeq) {
(14)     If (Reci is an insert)
(15)         Call insertTree(Reci.InSeq, R)
(16)     Else if (Reci is a delete)
(17)         Call deleteTree (Reci.InpSeq, R)}
Function insertTreeInc (tree root node S, sequence p-P) :
Updated FS-tree.
(1)  If (link p-P Î HT) {
(2) If (p-P was originally in HT){
(3) If (S has no child with name = p) {
(4) Create node N with N.node-name = p
(5) Create edge S-N with S-N.edge-count = 1}
(6)      }Else if (p-P was originally in NFLT){
(7) Node ptr = call deleteTree (R, P)
(8)                    add ptr as a child to p }
(9)        If (P is non-empty) {call insertTreeInc(N, P)}
(10) }Else if (link p-P Î NFLT) {
(11)       If (P is non-empty) {call insertTreeInc(R, P) } }
Function deleteTree (tree root node S, sequence p-P) :
Updated FS-tree.
Precondition: counts of links in HT and NFLT are already updated
(1)  If  (S has child N and S-N = p-P) {
(2) Decrement S-N.count, and deleted it if count became 0.
(3)           If (P is non-empty){call deleteTree (N, P) }
(4)  }Else{
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Link  Count ListH
d-g       4
g-i       2
c-d       7
d-e       6
e-h       3
h-i       2
b-c       5
c-b       2
a-b 5
b-d       2
f-a 4








Link  Count   SID
e-2       1            11
b-f       1            11
a-i       1            13
i-c       1            13
d-i       1            14
i-e       1            14
i-g       1            15
g-d       1            15
d-b       1            15
b-a       1            15
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Link Count   SID
b-d       1             10
h-i       1            4
e-b       1            11
b-f       1            11
e-f       1            12
1-i       1            13
i-c       1            13
d-i       1             14
i-e       1             14
i-g       1             15
g-d       1             15
d-b       1             15
b-a       1             15
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Deleting tuple: [8, <b d e h i>]
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Input: FS-tree root R, set of frequent sequences fSeq and set of affected links affLinks
Output: new frequent sequences based on affLinks
Precondition: all counts for links are updated in HT and NFLT
Method:
(1) For (all frequent sequences fSeqi )
(2)     If (fSeqi count < Min-Supps or fSeqi has link with count < Min-Supps){
(3) delete fSeqi}
(4) For (all links li Î HT where li.count >= Min-Supps)
(5)           if (li moved from NFLT or li count was < Min-Supps or li Î affLinks ) {
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